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Research Article Summary: Design Inspired Principal Leadership 
 
Design inspired leadership moves the leadership role dramatically away from leader as manager 
toward leader as designer.  The authors challenge teachers and school leaders to start the school 
year with a fresh beginning and an opportunity to approach the work differently and suggest to 
practice the habits and mindsets of designers: 
 

Traditional Leadership Design-Inspired Leadership 

● Leader (teacher-) centered  
● Heavily influenced by organizational 

hierarchy and time in the role  
● Focuses on “best practices”  
● Answers questions with yes, but, or no

  
● Begins with constraints 
● Slow to act 
● Fearful of the unknown 
● Prefers things to fit in their boxes 
● Takes the safe path 
● Values being right and risk avoidance 
● Fixed mindset 

● User (student-) centered 
● Recognizes the intelligence in the 

room regardless of “status” 
● Focuses on practices that lead to 

learning 
● Begins with possibilities; leads with 

“What if…? 
● Prefers action 
● Starts with questions 
● Embraces ambiguity 
● Comfortable with “messy” learning 
● Values great questions and 

experimentation 
● Growth mindset 

 
The authors outline five roles and mindsets as well as ideas to start the journey as a design-
inspired leaders: 

1. Opportunity Leaders: Shift from problem solving to problem finding--Resist immediate 
solutions and ask more questions. 

2. Experience Architects: Design and curate learning experience, based on need, that 
stretch the status quo--Create an experience that matters. 

3. Rule Breakers: Thoughtful challenge the way we always do things--Break a rule! 
First, Identify one simple rule or practice that interferes with learning.  Then, Ask why the 
rule or practice exists. Finally, modify the rule or practice to improve learning for students. 

4. Producers: Hustle, get things done, create rapid learning cycles for the teams, and take 
responsibility for shipping a “final” product--Don’t wait to implement your great ideas that 
you had over the summer. 

5. Storyteller: Capture the hearts and minds of a community to amplify the good and create 
authentic connections--Sharpen your narrative and start the new school year so students 
and teachers leave that first day excited to start authentic learning experiences. 

Use these five roles to tap into your true potential as a leader, and the true potential of your school 
to evolve in positive, human-centered ways. 
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